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ABSTRACT 

Bifurcation theory is applied to study the phenomenon of 
water inrush from an aquifer into an underground opening. 
To reach the opening, water must travel through a soft 
impermeable layer called "protective layer", such as clays, 
marls. Inrushes occur when hydrofracturing of this 
protective layer takes place. 

Earlier studies were based on an iterative calculation of 
one phase models of the rock water interaction. Such models 
can essentially be used for forecasting but hardly for 
inrush control purposes. In this investigation, bifurcation 
theory, a branch of modern mathematics rooted in topology, 
is used. This approach can model processes characterized by 
sudden jumps such as sudden transition between microseepage 
and water inrush. A specific aspect of bifurcation theory, 
called catastx·ophe theory, is used to model the inrush 
phenomenon. The study includes: 

- a brief review of catastrophe models and applications 

- a presentation of analytical model of the water 
inrush phenomenon 

- approaches of model fitting to empirical data 

- some practical byproducts of the investigations. 

First, the surface supporting the state trajectory is 
depicted; similarities between this surface and a cusp 
catastrophe surface are pointed out. Then, the potential 
function of the cusp catastrophe surface is given as a 
bimodal density function of mine water inrush yield. A 
statistical fitting of this stochastic type of catastrophe 
model to empirical data is the:-, undertaken: p?:ocedures for 
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model fitting and data processing are given. Results of 
fitting the present model to empirical data are provided. 
Finally, some byproducts for practical applications, in 
particular, qualitative considerations leading to actual 
control decisions, are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The phenomenon considered in this study is mine water 
inrush from an~ifer through an impermeable 1ayer into 
a mining opening. Mining experience, laboratory findings 
and analysis of the process of water inrush show that the 
phenomenon begins as a water microseepage. After a strong 
and sudden change of the water conductivity of the imperme
able layer, a water inrush starts. The possibility of 
modeling the mine water inrush using catastrophe theory is 
investigaged. The paper presents: 

A description of the mine water inrush phenomenon 
and a background on mathematical modeling efforts 
to date 

the limitations of the earlier model and the 
necessitiy for improvements 

the main questions which we would like the model 
to answer 

a brief discussion of bifurcation theory with special 
consideration of a stochastic approach to the cusp 
cata.strophe model 

approaches for a new inrush model using catastrophe 
theory 

the procedures for empirical data processing and 
trials for rnodel fitting 

recommendations concerning the possibility of using 
bifurcation theory and suggestions for further 
investigation of water inrushes 

some practical byproducts of the theoretical 
investigations on process control. 

W.!\TER INRUSH MODELING 

Terminolo.sx 

The term.inology on mine water inrush procesz is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 

The }2rotective layers are soft clays, marls a.nd even hard 
rocks. In the protective layers there often are tectonic 
faults, and/or fissures caused by mining operations. 

7 
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The aquifer may correspond to a saturated sandy soil, 
karstic or other fissured rack, an abandoned and flooded 
mine; water may also come from any surface reservoir 
/lake, river, sea/~ 

Water lnrush is provoked by a mechanical. j.:1teracti.on 
between the rock and the water systems CU . 

The general differential equations of energy and impulse 
transport and mass balance of the rock-water system cannot 
be solved in the ca!Je of mine wa.ter inrushes because they 
contain empirical parameters and functions which are, for 
the most part, unknown. Therefore, the process can only be 
modeled step by step using successive one-phase approxi
mations of the two-phase process /water and rock movement/ 
[8] . 

The steps for reachiDg a solution are as follows: 

a. Describe and model the onset of seepage in the 
protective layer. 

b. Model the widening process of the fissure caused by 
the effect of water. /a/ and /b/ are the so-called 
partial models. 

c. Develop an approximate model of the complete water 
inrush process using the partial models [fl] . 

a. Mo~L!.ng the Onset of Water Inrush 

In this step, the two-phase process of rock and water 
movement is approached as the one-phase process of water 
movement. The results of extensive investigations of 
empirical data suggest that the start of the inrushes 
can be determined by a threshold value of the hydraulic 
gradient I~. 

/1/ 

This value is called the threshold gradient of the 
protective layer, because it is not equivalent to the 
threshold hydraulic gradient of seepage I . In-

~==~!~!t!~~ior[fl~m=~~wi~~~~w!0 ~a~~;o~~~:~q~~~;!yin~~~~~~ 
do not. 

The threshold gradient of the protective layer (I~) have 
to be expressed as a random variable conditioned ~n rock 
stress, exploration borehole network and thickness of the 
protective layer, The most important factor is the rock 
stress (1) . 
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Fig. 2 shows the empirical probability ri<'lnsity functions 
(pdf) p(j) and distribution functions (DF) F0) fer 
different protective layers in Hungarian mines L~. These 
probability functions glve us the expected number N of 
water inrush~s in a given mining operation as: 

N • N • F (I") A o /2i 

or for a given value of the thickness of the protective 
layer (m) a threshold value of water head (s$) and its 
distribution function F(S~)can also be used: 0 

/3/ 

where NA is the number of the water inrushes without pro
tective layer. 

Laboratory experiments on hydrofracturing of protective 
layers and field experiments on reservoh·-hydrofracturing 
in petroleum industry [20] show that the relationship between 
the mean value of the hydraulic threshold gradient I and 
the mean value of the minimal normal rock stress ~ can 
be approximated by a linear function with proporti~nality 
constant c for a given interval of o. 

~ = ci" 
0 

and using Eq. /1/ 
s* 

cr "' c--=: m 

For a given thickness m of the protective layer, 
letting , 

c = ~ m 

• s 
0 

b. Fissure Widening Process {Piping Process/ 

/4/ 

/51 

/61 

Approximate analytical models of rock mechanics have been 
used 1>1 which the force exerted by 't~ater was taken as a 
constant. Salient results of these approximate analy•es 
are as follows. 

The most important factor in the widening of fissures 
during the first phase of widening is the static water 
pressure [7]. 
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If the static water pressure p < 0" /where 0" 1 is the 
smallest principal component of r~bQ pre$sure7,nthe 
fissures cannot be opened, and water inrush does not 
occur /but microseepage and small inflows may be present/. 
If p ~a i , the fissures may be subject to a widening 
which w~I~ be a function of p, o, and the rock pro
perties. In soft clays, static water pressure can open 
hairline tectonic fissures to a width of several milli
meters which is sufficient for the begiftning of inten
sive water flow. During the intensive water flow, also 
called the second phase of widening, Bobok and Somosvari 
D-5] have shown, that the dynamic action of pure water 

maP, be neglected whenever chemical effect /defloculation/ 
IT cannot occur. Therefore the most important dynamic 

ef ect is usually the erosion effect of solid particles 
@] in the water flow. 

In those cases where the aquifer is in loose sand, the 
clays have practically no hydraulic resistance. But in 
cases where the aquifer is in solid rock such as a karstic 
limestone, the clays with the same material properties 
have a hydraulic resistance which is overcome only by the 
widening of fissures; then only the loose granular zone in 
the tectonic fissures of the protective layer can be 
eroded by water. 

Approximate Model of the Mine Water Inrush Process 

Two cases will be considered 

/i/ Once water inrush begins, the resistance Rp of the 
protective layer is eliminated. 

/ii/ The protective layer continues to offer a known 
hydraulic resistance after the start of water inrush. 

According to the analyzed field data and laboratory tests 
[7] inrush occurs whenever 

P = As • 't > O"min /7/ 

in which is the specific gravity of water. 

As a first approximation, seepage is taken as time in
variant and two sets of static hydraulic parameter values 
are considered: the first one describes pre-inrush 
conditions, and the second, conditions following inrush 
collU!Iencement. 

c. A Simplified One-Phase Model of the Phenomenor. 

For given stress conditions, protective layer thickness 
and stationary seepage now the model is given as [). 7) 
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II - SO s lllq when • 11 < s
0 

/m~croseepage/ {Bat 

s - •'q + •• q2 when 
II 

11 > 11
0 

/water inrush/ /8b/ 

where -' and P. are the hydraulic parameters before water 
inrush, and ~· and '' are the parameters during and after 
the water inrush. ~ and 4 are determined by the initial 
parameters of the protective layer because the hydraulic 
resistance of the aquifer R4 is much smaller tha~ the 
resistance of the protective layer Rpl' 

/9/ 

Therefore, prior to an inrush occurence, the initial 
process is a microseepaqe through the protective layer. 

In the case when 

R :r 0, pl 

.c' and •' are the parameters of the aquifer. 

As Fig. 2 shows, s• is given by a distribution function 
F(s•) in a given iRterval. 

0 

/10/ 
max 

Consequently, "inrush" and "non-inrush" cases are 
simultaneously occurring in the interval defined by all 
Eq. /10/. 

The number of inrushes is given by Eq. /2/ or Eq. /3/ and 
the number of non-inrush cases by: 

{llf 

Mining experience shows that the state variable is subject 
to a relatively sudden change of jump governed by the 
aforementioned fissure widening proc~ss. 

Becaust~ of the inhomogenity of rocks both in the reser
voirs and protective layers, "' , ~· , <i.nd S and .6' are 
random variables. The randowness o£ the microseepage P

0
{q) 

cannot b41 observed directly. The distribution of in-
rushes for given values of a and m a~e given by empirical 
data P'(q). Theoretical analyse~ and empirical data show 
that the distribution of inrush yield and the water 
conductivit-Y can be epproximat~d by lognon111.1l probability 
functions U2, 13]. 

35) 
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A Simplified Two-Phase Model 

a. State Variable 

The state variable is the yield of the mine water inrush, 
because it is the only variable which can be directly 
measured. 

b. Control Variables 

The two most important control variables /for a given 
thickness m of the protective layer/ are, respectively, 
the water pressure characterized by head s and the rock 
stress characterized by the mean value of the minimal 
vertical rock stress qmin" 

c. State Transition 

The state transition function is, for a given thickness m 
of the protective layer, Eq. {5/, that is: 

Cf • c's• min o 

together with Eqs. /8a/ and {8b/. A qualitative 
representation of the state transition surface can be 
seen in Fig. 4 in the space (q, Cmin' s). 

d. Density Function of the State Variable 

As discussed in Sectivn "Approximate Medel of the Mine 
water Inrush Process" the state surface represents only 
average values of the state variable. Because of the 
inhomogenities of rock parameters, the state variable 
must also be characterized by a probability density 
function of all possible states, as follows: 

• '( a P(q) = PJq) · (F(s
0

) + P q) · (1 - F{s
0

)) 

where P Q (q), P' (q ),, F (s:> are functions of 9 and tr 
/for a given constant value of m/ 

If s < s
0 min 

P(q) "' p' \ 
·' 

P(q) is ~ locally bimodal dan~ity function. 

/12/ 
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The sizes of micropores and the laxrye f:! rHmres are~ ., 
all characterized by lognormal density functions L17J, 
consequently the density functio~s of the yield of 
mi.cn>!le't\page and of the inrushe~ are also characterh:t<d 
by lognc">rt!H!tl density f::nctions 1}.2, 13] • 

According to the above conlliderations, the :.).imocial 
density function of the atata variable are illustrated 
in Fiq. 6. Two 'liiU:'iants of th!!l I! tate varhtble ~.re 

presented: 

c~.f>B a. 
Ci!!l>l!! b. 

&tate variabl~ i£ q 
•tate variabl~ i• lg q. 

A new mine water c~nt~ol ~ethod i~ 
Hung"-ry, whose ~s&>ence ii!i to "leal. 
rc\:~k-wate:r~ l 
layer [5, 

in 

manag inq f<H.":hemee e ~ -v~~o~·pi·~ . .r~ "'"ie mod,~~ 1 
is n(f!eded .. ~(t·t~ t.)ll~!-p;~~g.z .1'i.pp:ccach allen .. ~·~-: f.-,;: or~ly (Y~v~·-

d1rectional ck:ang6 of the sta~e variable. 

It is Z@ri th.at orxly better de;;J'k~loped 

ba!'ec will give really ad0quate tools 
t"-'" meantime, an appn:JY.i;ltata 
""'n collapse two cont!ol variab.l e;:; into one 

pre~e~"J;-.;l a I,Hld.fh;:!""lt ~!tb"'np J:n~y, be of any h.:=lp,. 

Fe·:: ITh~.t~;~j1ematic:al mod~~1 of suC~1en: " c:,~tastrot:-he-
theory S'eamlit to be wey)l suited even :lr. presence cf 
random pat '"«k ter!! [) lJ , Let u~;; present !I brief intra~ 
duction to cat:O'!stroph!C! theory w.ith emphaiillil! on the cu~tp 
catastrophe mod®l which po!!~sali!s one state variable. 

M'PLIED C!'!!.'ASTROP!iE THEORY 

The mat.he.'llat.ical basis of cilitasorophe theory was 
o~iginally developed by Them [16) as a means of classi
fying singularities of differentiable functions. For 
most differentiable functions involving three variable!>, 
Thorn's theorem st<J:tes that the set of crl.ti.cal points i& 
compo~ed of folds, cusps, and ordinary point!!'; similar 
statements can be made for functions of from one to aix 
vuiablea. The theorem itself is of Httl~ h-'lp for 
modelijg purposes, as Sussman and Zahler ~9j point cut, 
~>ince the sta"Cement ie very general and does not predict 
t.he e:.:act behaviour of the process be:!.ng modeled. 

•~~ ot.h<sr work, however, Th·,Al'. !}6] and l\~eman !ja] have 
;,ropo!led tho.t rr.any natv.ral proces:oes involving on~ stat,; 
var:! &bl"' and tW'C ccntx-ol va:d.ablea display dynarilic b~<
h,~viour whtch zc:,,n ~?e n'lodel(£8 wi.th tbe ce;r.vnic~l pot:..~nti~ 
t.·,:rn~tion 

3 
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,,~ 

f • l/4x4 + l/2ax2 + bx /13/ 

in which a and b are control variables and x is a 
state variable. Thorn and Zeeman then assert that these 
processes tend to evolve toward states in which Eq. /13/ 
is minimized. 

Minimization implies that, at equilibrium, for fixed 
and b, values of x will tend to that set of points 
given by: 

df • 0 • x 3 + ax + b di 

This solution set forms the cusp manifold in three 
dimensional space /see Fig. 5/. 

a 

/14/ 

Zeeman [1~ has defined four qualitative characteristics 
which, if displayed by a system, suggest that a model 
based on catastrophe theory ~ight be appropriate: 

/1/ The behaviour of the process is bimodal over part of 
the system's range, with "sudden" changes occuring 
between levels of the state variable. 

/2/ Transition between levels of the state variable 
occurs at different levels of the control variable, 
depending on the direction .in which the control variables 
are moving /hystere~i~/. Values of the control variables 
at which these transitiO>"HJ occur form the bifurcation set 
in a-b space. 

{3/ Intermediate values of the state variable between the 
two extremes do not occur or are improbable. 'rhis 
corresponds to the middle sheet on the cusp, i.e., a 
region in which the critical points are unstable maxima. 

/4/ Finally, if the process is such that the control 
variable a is not constal'l.t over the time period in 
which the control variable b and the state variable x 
change, for small perturbationa in the initial v<tlue of 
x, large ch<mges ir1 the behaviour of the system /called 
divergence/ are po9sible. 

All the above features are uketched in Fiq. 5. 

For multimodal distribution~, Cobb ~] has developed 
stochastic catastrophe models which may be of use in our 
t~tudy. 

Examples of Application 

There are three principal g-roup111 of applications of 
catastrophe i!lodel!!. The first group of examples contain 
qualitative catastrophe models for describinq economic, 
psychological and political processes. 
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In such qualitat.ive models, the two control variables 
are always conflicting factors. 

The potential function f /Eq. 13{ in these qualitative 
applications may be a likelihood function, a bimodal 
density function or a coat function I in an eccmomic 
catastrophe model/. 

The second qroup of examples contain mostly catastrophe 
moders-!Or mechanical movement where the state transition 
functions are given by solutions of well known differ·· 
ential equations. Use of special mathemat:ical trans
formations which of these well-known state transition 
functions lead to catastrophe surfaces. 

The third and smallest group of examples contains 
catastrophe models of various complex and poorly known 
processes such as phytoplankton growth and die off [4]. 
For these cases the modeling procedure is as follows: 

specifying the differential equations for modeling 
the investigated process 

transforming the differential equations into a form 
which is similar to the differential equation for a 
known catastrophe. 

Considerations for further applications may be 11ummed up 
as follows: 

The two control variables should be conflicti~ 
factors. 

The underlyi.!":J function f which models the sudden 
state change may be a density.function. 

A mathematical model common to a number of mechanical 
systems subject to sudden jumps ls determined by two 
conflicting factors and cne state variable; it is often 
represented by the cusp catastrophe model. 

The steps necessary for achieving the goals mentioned in 
Section "Model Goal~· are: 

Specification of the pa.rameters /:t~tate variliii.ble, cont.
rol variables, function f of th~ water-inrush procesz. 

Comparison of the math<!!!llH!Itica.l re•odal of the water 
inrush process with a catastrophe surface. 

Determination of the c10tastrophe function whlch :1•i.ald,!l 
the best nurneric<l!l appr()xi:nati.:m to emp.ir:l.cal ,,;ater in
rush data. 
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THE CUSP CATASTROPHE MODEL OF Ml.NF WATER INRUSHES 

The state variable is the water inrush yield q or lg q. 
The two control var!.ablel!: are: the head iii, and the 
minimum normal rock prelisu.re c:1 • 'l'hese two variables 
are contlicti~g factor$, The o~her variables, such as 
l11yer thicknese m and rock properties, are considered 
to be constant. 

The~ Potential Func~.!£!:! 

Th!! funct.ion f is the bimodal density function P (q) 
9iv'!!n in Eq. 11 and represented 11.11 Fig. 6/a or 6/b. 
Thi~ function f is determined empirically. 

However, ·•:he rock-wat.er mechanical interaction chang as 
the p~rameter3 of all dansity functions by widenjn~ and 
closing the fissures in the protective layer D, !U . 
This .h the reason for the difficulties in determining 
the cat.1utrophe surface by minimizing the function 
f (df/dq "'0). 

Comparison Between the Pro22sed Approach and Previous 
l1ode1s 

Th2 comparison of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 appears that the 
mine water inrush process shows the four main features 
of the cusp catastrophe surface. Theue are: bimodality, 
sudden jump, bi furcat:i.ot> and hysteresis. 

The hyst.eresis ce>.n be detected by laboratory experiments 
[7) and it also appears under mining conditions, when 
the increa:~ing of the rock stress stope the small in
rushes. 

Let us present Borne other investiqationi!l on the qualitative 
similmr:ities between the mine water :inrush stat~ wurface 
and the cusp aurface. 

As hypothesi.~:ed before, the water inrush proceu; is 
repr~eented by a rock stress ,:ariable o, a water move
ment variable s, and the state variable q !Pig. 4/. The 
state v&riable surface repr,..sents only the mean values of 
the yield q, &nd two mean value functions for the thres
hold ';;radient of the protective layer /one for opening, 
and the othe!: for closing t:he fissures/. This schem6ltie 
11urtace of t.he llM!an q values seems to resemble to a cusp 
catastrophe surface. We must &Ba if the density function 
f ;;;;:;:ist.s. 
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Let us examine a surface section for a constant value 
of d /Fig. 5/ with density functions P(q) of q being 
represented for some given value of s: the pointa where 

~- 0 give us a manifold curve similax to a ~ection 

of the cusp catastrophe surface OJ] . 

Using tr~nsformation a the variables 

0 • lg q S '" lg II /15/ 

the equation /12/ modified as follows: 

rti' (s"')-j - ( ) LF l?w .19 P 

{16/ 

As mentioned before p{q) is lognormal distribution, 
consequently PO i.:r. a normal one. The transformed cur.:e 

d[~ ( gl.] 
dQ 

.. .. d [ 'f (lg q)J .. 0 
lg q 

give better similarities to the mainfold ~~urve of the 
cusp catastrophe model /Fig. 6/b/. 

TRIALS FOR FIXING THE MODEL 

Data Processing 

/17/ 

As a result of a century long mining acti vi >.:y und·&r heavy 
karst!~ water hazard, dmta for about 600 k~rstic water 
1nrushe;;; are availi!ibee. 

Original obi.II!ITVI!,tions were taken on th<6 yield of in·
rushes (q) or. th.: location /x, y, z coordinates/ and 
mining conditione /longwall face, sho1·twall face, h<'i<!d
way drai.n:!.ng f. The orig-inal observation1!1 and the borehol:!! 
data made it possible to deterwine the thickness and 
quality of the protective layer (m) a.nd water head (c;). 

There were only a few direct mea!>urements r.m the rock 
stress conditions, but records of mining d;c,pth prctecU n! 
layer thickness fm) and type of mining activity /aiza of 
openings/ made it possible to determine appt'Olcl.:mat,..ly the 
average valu!!' of t.he minimal vertic1<l rock at.;:e!o's ln the 
middle of the prot.e.::t.i,;e layer /between. the c.;penincy 
and the r~servoir rock/. Specifically, to this 
task, a finite element model was fitted to 
observations. 

Data on Micr~eeepage.and Small Inflows 

There """~re no f!irect oh~erYaticn3 on microl!'l<l:l""?'''l" V<!!l:"? 
lllllall infl<t:NII l:lecau1111<11 this ph,]nt:..?~\>!:'rte>n was no\: 1:r.por<:.ant 
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fron1 the viewpoint of mining operations. These events 
were denoted as "nothing has happened" or "zero data". 
But the protective layer thickness (m), the water 
head (s), the mode of operations /size of openings(, 
the depth of the operations (z), are known everywhere, 
even when "nothing has happened". Consequently the 
average vertical rock stress may also be determinGd 
usinq the above mentioned finit~ differen=e model. 

The poseible number of "zero data" is given by Eq. /11/. 
The zero d&ta are located in those mining fields, where 
karstic caves and fissures are covered by ~ protective 
layer which prevent water inrushes from occuring. Since 
the precise mine site~ with "zero data" are not known 
to begin with,, a simulation was run to assign the sites. 
A nw<ilier N of inrushes given by Eq. /11/ was assumed, 
For each m~ning field the parameters (s, a) of this 
field were used as parameter!! of zero data. 

The data on yields (q)were also obtained from a statls
tical distribution of very small values of q. Two 
approaches were used for model fitting: first, con-
ventional regression analysis and second, a multimodal 
density function. 

The model used for !.egression analysis was the following 
parameterization of the cusp surface: 

l(q - at + a(As,(!' )' - 1;,) + b(Aa, .,. ) .. 0 /18{ 

t~aJ] [c11 J [c., c,] 
[: 

l 
b(AS, iT) m 

+ I /191 
! 

C:;n c22 c2J J 
Here q, t;s, and a are q, Alll, and 0' normalized to z'!!!ro 
mean and unit variance to preserve computational accuracy. 
The parameter ~ il'll the "location" parameter and indicates 
where the cusp singularity occurs. The constant 6 is ill 

concentration para:meter, and indicates how concentrated 
the data ill in the vic.inity of the cusp surface. The 
larger li, the more conc<e~ntrated the data. Negattv-e and 
zero values of indicate that the cusp model 110 in
•ppropriate for the data [2) • NOte that this model is 
similar to that di~cussed in ~J, except the trigono-
11\etric functions have been replaced by constants and the 
location and concentration parameter• have been included. 

Although no •goodneus of fit" teats exist at present for 
statistical estimate• using catastrophe models, inferl!lncell 
can be drawn from the mean square of the difference 
between the data pointe and th~ estimated 1nru8h /mean 
square error!. In addition, a small or negative value of 
will indicate that the cusp model wa• not appropriate for 
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the data. 

In Table l, the means, variances, and number of data 
points for all the. mines and the total TATA, total OOROG 
and total mines regressions are listed. In Table 2, the 
corresponding mean square errors for all the mines 
considered are listed, as well as l and 6 • 

The second approach uaed to analyze data leans on the 
fact that the system function f is given by a pdf in 
Eq. 13. We propose to use functions of the form 

.. ( ( 4 2 f = Ke exp -Y4 x - 2bx - 4ax» It) 

E .. variance K® m normalizing constant 

/20/ 

which can be used to describe a process thought to be 
governed by a cusp probability law DJ. Unfortunately, 
however, statistical estimators for these processes assume 
constant values of b and a, which in the case of the 
minewater inrush data is· obviously not occurring. 

For these cases, b and a would be parameters for the 
distribution, similar to the mean and variance for the 
standard normal on the location and shape parameters of 
the gamma. 

Though the computation of the ~econd approach has not 
completely finished yet, an analytical presentation of 
the fold curve concerning the surface q-s is also 
presented based on the equations /16/ and /17/. 

3 lP0.2 szp '3 (lg q 
.. p~ (lg q) F(sJ + p~ (lg q)[l - F (s:)] 

+ F
1

(s~ · P 0 w ( lg q) + [1- F<s;>J' P
0 

(lg q) zO /211 

.. ~[f 
- ( 170- t t l 

(~ _s_ ) 1 e dt - /22/ F(s0 ) 
1.20'Ii J Ia:) 

f _ [ lgs •6'-~t 
PJ<j)c 

1.2 7T 
e ,_,~ /2 3/ 

I 
_ r ftg .. -1 -~~ r 

/24/ PJ9'F Q u u7T 

The above /22/ and /24/ equations are based on the 
empirical data of DOROG coalfield, Eq. /23/,the distri
bution of microseepage is an eatimated function. 

The Eq. {22/ can be expressed in form of an approximated 
polinom. 
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Let us brief 
cations of 

present two possibl2 practical appli
remark' 

1. According to the existing Hungarian Mining Safety 
Regulations, the size of the water barrier pillara 
must be determined by using .a preset value of 'c.he 
threshold hydreulic gradi~nt /not depending on the 
rock $tress conrlit1ons!g This regulation value had 
been det~n:mine:d by empi:cical d_ata on mini:ilg ·!\Ct:ivity at 
e depth of 100 to 200 me·u~rs U.o] , The leads 
to large sizes of water plllars at 
depth of to 500 roeters '"'here ne',; mines are going to 
be opened The Eq. /4/ points the way to reducing the 
sizs of ~ater barrier pillars at tne greater mining 
depth, 

2, In some Hungarian coalfields /Balinka, Dud;H:, Va;:·
palotaf the layers located between the coal layers and 
a lower karstic limestone aquifer consist of a series 
of imperm,eable clays and water-bearing sands, as stown 
in Fig. 8 ia. 

The karstic water inrushe& are often initiated in-
rustes from nearest water-bearing sand /in Fig. /. The 
sudden drop o£ the water pressure in aqu1fer a /ca.used 
by the water inrush! increases the differential rock 
p~essure between the aquifers a, and a,, and a water in
rush occurs from the aquifer a?~ The process may 
continue step by step, and finllly a karstic water inrusl 
will have occurred. 

Per cases when a p~elirninary lowering of the karst water 
level is not possible because of the necessity to protect 
karstic water balance, the only was of reducing the risk 
of karstic water inrush may be to control the water 
preesure 1n the water-bearing sands. 

According to the former approach - having supposed that 
the threshold gradient is not dependent on the rock 
stress - that is, J • const, the optimal rate of water 
level. lowerint :!.n a~nds has to be determined by the 
equation: 

/see Fig. 8/b/, because under theae conditions the rikk 
of water inrush from either one of 'che aquifers is 
constant. 

Tak:lng into 
protecttve 
Jo 

;~, 

account that the threshold aradient of the 
depencs on the '<"Ock stxess, that is, 
as ir:.dicated in the min cunre in 
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Eq. I 21 i is 

/26/ 

Though Eq. /26/ illustrates the difficulties of the 
analytical transformat:l.on of this equation into the 
canonic polinom of the fold curve given by the cusp 
catastrophe surface, the Fig. 7 also shows the Eq. /26f. 

It is a fold curve indeed, which seems to be similar to 
a canonic form of the fold curve. Perhaps more other 
transformations should be made for a better model 
fitting. 

Though a cusp surface of the zimplified model of the 
mine water inrushes has been presented, and the 
mathematical difficulties of the model fitting may be 
eliminated, some practical difficulties are also 
existing . These are as follows: 

There are no direct observations on the microseepage 
/zero data/. 

The data 0n rock stress are only estimated ones. 

The indicated and estimated dat.a are concerning only 
a relatively small area of the process space. 

SOME PRACTICAL BYPRODUCTS 

Investigations presented so far represent only the first 
St".'!ps of the catastrophe modeling approach. Yet, certain 
features rnay already be used for a qua.litative design of 
the process cont.rol system. 

The approach presented in Sections "Approximate Hodel of 
the Mine Water Inrush Process" and "l', Simplified Tvro
Phase Model" pointed out that the threshold gr adi<mt of 
the protective layer depends on the rock stress /Eq. 4/o 
Consequently, the protective layer thickness and water 
barrier pillar thickness must not be dtJtermined by t.he 
same value if the thn~shold gs:au.:.enl: of rock stresses are 
varying. 
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Fig. 7c, the equal /and minimal/ risk may be reached 
under the conditions: 

Comparing the two conditions, it can be seen that the 
new approach determines such rates of water level 
lowering that give us a lower risk of karstic water 
inrush. On the base of thia approach [9] proposals were 
prepared on increasing the efficiency of mine water 
control for Varpalota coalfield. 

It is not claimed that only the approach presented herein 
can lead to this more effective control method, however, 
the practical applications presented above provide an 
example of bifurcation theory approach leading to 
practical qualitative consequence& sooner than any other 
possible approach. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The qualitative similarities between the probabilistic 
catastrophe model and the two-phase model of mine water 
inrushes have appeared. 

The fitting of the canonic cusp surface to the empirical 
data of mine water inrushes shows difficulties which are 
as follows: 

abscence of indicated data on microseepage /"zero data"/ 

the data on rock stress conditions are only estimated 

the available empirical data are concerning a relatively 
small area of the process space. 

The phenomenological analysis on the two-phase process of 
the mine water inrushes concerning the bifurcation models 
gives some practical profils. 

Though earlier experiments show dependence between the 
rock stress and the threshold hydraulic gradient of the 
protective layer, the practical consequences mentioned 
in Section "Some Practical Byproducts~ have appeared for 
the author as a conBequence of the analysis presented in 
this paper. 
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Table 1 - Means and Variances of Control and State 
Variables fox· Mines Estimated Using 
Regression 

M::an -.VarfancJ A'!an Varci~n+1, Me~n Var:ani ;1 
I ~ ~J _____ I -,-17 I - ' >H---, ·-j 

TATA3 i 1.851 30.1211 
'7.861 3.45 3.541 ti 20 I 13 I 

l
''rATA6 I 0.821 :L04 7.4411 4.2916.661 9 .ni 61 I 
TATA14 0.871 1.60 7.03 11.691 8.37i .)5! 52 I 

ITATASI I o.s41 10.491 7.131 2.99\ 6.69j 6.61 
1 

•;.9 ' 

IALL TATA'1 2.031 80.371! 7.14, 4.121 6.901 1L09 i 195 

:~:~:o l ~:::1'::~: ·~l~:~a~9~ 4~:~~~~~::~~ ~~:~~ ~ ~~ 
DOROl:i! I Ll3. 2.40 21L3 l0.6ljJ5.S61 7L2:! 44 

jooR015 lll.471666.o6l29.o9, l.66j3L57jl59 .. ooi 9 'I I I i ., ' ' "!~ DO·R· 01.7 j 2.46 l 11.13 ., 14.56 25.51 9.131 l7.9BI ""~ 
ooRol.9 1l o.l61 o.o4 !:n.n! s.o7 57.641 3LU j 21 

iDOROCS 2.89, 54.40 I 7.97! 17.33 12.74 .3L411 54 

DOROEB I 4.32! 73.00 I •LOll' 6.811 4.86 L361 29 

DOROER I 0.64\ 1.02 "• 27.7Sl 0.72139.88 10.271' " ,, . I . 
ooROTA ! 3.491 44.531 :i.57l 5.7ol 5.9sj 7.6si 112 . 

!ALL DORO'~ 2.56. 57.21 ~ :6.111125.:4 h9.741:4:.991 346 i 
!ALL M.i.nesl 2.46 67.9Jj.l.1.87l 78o~lll3.40I,29.l3j5~ 
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Table 2 - Estimated Parameters and Mean Square Errors 

JUne A ' MSE 

'rATA) l.85xl0-l 3. 77xlo7 0.729 

'l'ATA6 l. 29 1.37xlo1 3.07 
TAT AU I 1.05 5.90 2.41 

~T~I 7.60xlo-1 5.95x1o3 2.18 
L TATA' 5. 0.379 2.8Jxlo3 1.03 
RO 6.86xl0-1 2.85x1o3 -
ROlO 5.9oxlo-1 l.09xlo3 2.10 

boro11 9.49x1o-1 2.5lxlo1 2.14 

~ROlS 2.62xlo-2 2.17x1o9 0.193 

OR011 3.86x10-l 6.89xlo2 
1.15 

r" 5.15 4.92xlo-3 7.67 
-1 6.23xlo3 0.814 ROCS 3.95x10 

ROEB l.25xl0-l 2.3lxlo5 0.500 
ROER 3.33xl0-l 4 .66xlo3 2.04 

Po ROTA 3.29xlo-1 4.80xlo3 0.941 
Fu.L DORO' s 5.7lxlO-l 1.57x1o3 1.33 i jlu.r. Mines 6.33x1o-1 L46xlo3 

l.U 
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